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Dr Lin’s research involves interaction between machine learning, biomedical informatics and quality 
engineering. She has developed innovative machine learning models for modeling, monitoring and 
prognosis of complex and heterogeneous systems. She has also developed computational techniques to 
integrate massive and network-structured datasets in clinical practice and bioinformatics. Her research 
is funded by the National Institute of Mental Health and the Advanced Manufacturing Institute at the 
University of Houston.
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CAUSAL GENE IDENTIFICATION FOR PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS

Psychiatric disorders contribute substantially to the disease burden in the United States and worldwide. 
There is strong evidence that points to genetic contribution in the pathogenesis of many psychiatric 
illnesses. Recent advancements in high throughput genomic technologies and the availability of large 
samples have provided unprecedented information infrastructure for risk gene discovery of major 
psychiatric disorders, e.g. schizophrenia (SCZ) and autism spectrum disorder (ASD). However, few causal 
genes or variants have been identi�ed due to the high complexity of the human genome, unknown 
functional relationships between risk genes, and the heterogeneous relationships among di�erent 
tissues or cell types.

Dr. Lin’s research group develops novel machine learning models to integrate the multi-source genomic 
data for causal gene identi�cation. Speci�cally, they 1) integrate genome-wide association study (GWAS) 
with the brain methylome for risk gene discovery; 2) combine spatio-temporal gene expression 
signatures with the biological network for de novo mutations prediction; and 3) leverage single cell gene 
expression and biological networks for cell-stype speci�c network construction and causal gene identi�-
cation. The identi�cation and characterization of risk genes would help improve our understanding of 
the biological mechanisms that underlying psychiatric illnesses, moving us closer to designing e�ective 
prevention and treatment for these disorders.
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